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Abstract In this paper we provide an overview of some recent dynamic models
of commercial fisheries. Our starting points are the papers by Okuguchi
(Keio Econ Stud 35:9–17, 1998) and Okuguchi and Szidarovszky
Szidarovszky F, Okuguchi (Seoul J Econ 11(3):321–330, 1998; Seoul
J Econ 13:471–476, 2000) on oligopoly competition in international
fisheries, which are based on the assumptions of homogeneous fish
population, homogeneous space and continuous time. Following also
insightful hints given in Okuguchi (Keio Econ Stud 21:37–44, 1984)
and Erjaee and Okuguchi (Keio Econ Stud 41:61–71, 2006), we describe
how some heterogeneities can be introduced in fishery models. The
examples provided in this paper include bioeconomic models of fisheries
with several species and with different time scales, ranging from
continuous-time to discrete-time dynamic models and also addressing
hybrid models, where some variables evolve in continuous time whereas
other ones change in (event-driven) discrete time. Fishery models
where the aquatic environment is subdivided into adjacent patches,
characterized by different fishing policies including, as a particular
case, Marine Protected Areas, are also described. Finally, we describe a
fishery models with cooperators and defectors and punishment policies
to encourage cooperation. All the models described in this overview
include an evolutionary mechanism, based on imitative behavior, through
which fishers are allowed to change their harvesting strategy over time.



Some of these models have been motivated by projects or management
experiences performed in the Adriatic Sea by Italian fishing authorities.
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Abstract In this paper we provide an overview of some recent dynamic models of 4

commercial fisheries. Our starting points are the papers by Okuguchi (Keio Econ 5

Stud 35:9–17, 1998) and Okuguchi and Szidarovszky Szidarovszky F, Okuguchi 6

(Seoul J Econ 11(3):321–330, 1998; Seoul J Econ 13:471–476, 2000) on oligopoly 7

competition in international fisheries, which are based on the assumptions of 8

homogeneous fish population, homogeneous space and continuous time. Following 9

also insightful hints given in Okuguchi (Keio Econ Stud 21:37–44, 1984) and Erjaee 10

and Okuguchi (Keio Econ Stud 41:61–71, 2006), we describe how some hetero- 11

geneities can be introduced in fishery models. The examples provided in this paper 12

include bioeconomic models of fisheries with several species and with different 13

time scales, ranging from continuous-time to discrete-time dynamic models and 14

also addressing hybrid models, where some variables evolve in continuous time 15

whereas other ones change in (event-driven) discrete time. Fishery models where the 16

aquatic environment is subdivided into adjacent patches, characterized by different 17

fishing policies including, as a particular case, Marine Protected Areas, are also 18

described. Finally, we describe a fishery models with cooperators and defectors 19

and punishment policies to encourage cooperation. All the models described in 20

this overview include an evolutionary mechanism, based on imitative behavior, 21

through which fishers are allowed to change their harvesting strategy over time. 22

Some of these models have been motivated by projects or management experiences 23

performed in the Adriatic Sea by Italian fishing authorities. 24

1 Introduction 25

Starting from the seminal work by Smith (1969) on commercial fishing, modelled by 26

a system of two ordinary differential equations that describe the time evolution of a 27

fish species harvested by a time-evolving number of fishing vessels, Koji Okuguchi 28

addressed several relevant extensions, briefly recalled below. In Okuguchi (1984) 29
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he considered two interacting fish populations, preys and predators, both harvested 30

and sold at fixed prices, with landing cost proportional to the square of harvest and 31

inversely proportional to available fish stock. In 1998 Okuguchi studied a model of 32

international trade of a single species, harvested by two countries under imperfect 33

competition in an open-access sea; different prices are present in each country, 34

obtained through two linear demand functions, which depend on the total amount 35

of fish sold in each country by both local and foreign fishers. The questions of 36

existence and stability of Nash equilibria for this duopoly model are studied under 37

the assumption of a continuous-time logistic growth of the fish population. These 38

results were then extended by Szidarovszky and Okuguchi in 1998 to the case 39

of an oligopoly with n � 2 countries, and the effect of entry of a new fishing 40

country on existence and stability of equilibria is also studied. The duopoly model 41

of international imperfectly competitive fishery is re-considered by Erjaee and 42

Okuguchi (2006) in a discrete-time setting, and sequences of bifurcations leading 43

to periodic and chaotic oscillations are studied, both analytically and numerically. 44

Following this stream of literature, several dynamic bioeconomic models have 45

been recently proposed, with the aim of describing new policies for sustainable 46

exploitation of fisheries; the underlying assumptions of these works on fish growth, 47

demand and cost functions are similar to the ones proposed in the above mentioned 48

papers by Okuguchi and coauthors, so that the dynamic equations are still analyti- 49

cally tractable even if numerical methods have been used to confirm and extend the 50

analytical results. 51

In this paper, we describe some of these fishery models, motivated by a research 52

project, in which the authors have been involved, concerning the study of the effects 53

of some harvesting policies and fishing limitations proposed by Italian authorities 54

to regulate fisheries in the Adriatic Sea, see e.g. the book edited by Antonelli et al. 55

(2005), as well as the papers Bischi et al. (2013a,b), dealing with a model with two 56

fish species and a policy adopted in the Adriatic Sea that allows each fisher to fish 57

only one with the possibility to switch to the other one at discrete-time periods, 58

or Antonelli et al. (2006), Bischi and Lamantia (2007), Bischi et al. (2009), and 59

Lamantia (2006), dealing with the creation of marine protected areas, or Bischi 60

et al. (2004), dealing with different fishing strategies with the possibility to apply 61

sanctions or taxes on the less environmental friendly fishing method. 62

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 illustrates an evolutionary game 63

for the exploitation of different species, where market and cost externalities help 64

lowering harvesting pressure to the most endangered species. Section 3 describes an 65

evolutionary model where exploiters can decide the aquatic region to harvest from, 66

where different harvesting rules are established. Section 4 deals with a model where 67

agents can decide whether to cooperate and harvest the amount that maximizes 68

the utility of a coalition or to defect and maximize individual utility. Agents can 69

switch over time between the two groups and can enforce cooperation through 70

punishments. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes. 71
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2 Two-Species Fisheries with Evolutionary Strategy 72

Switching 73

In Bischi et al. (2013a) a dynamic model is proposed to describe a fishery with two 74

non-interacting species where a Fishing Regulatory Authority allows each fisher to 75

harvest just one species during a given time period. Then fishers can reconsider their 76

harvesting decision at discrete “switching times” on the basis of accrued profits. The 77

model is motivated by an Italian fisheries management experience in the Northern 78

Adriatic Sea, where this kind of “self-adjusting” fishing policy has been proposed 79

to regulate harvesting of two shellfish species, with time periods of three years 80

between switching times. Indeed, as the harvesting cost is inversely proportional to 81

the available fish biomass, at each switching time more fishers are attracted towards 82

the more abundant species, thus giving the possibility to restore the biomass of the 83

scarcer resource. 84

To model this context, in Bischi et al. (2013a) a population of N fishers is 85

considered, such that, at time t, n1.t/ of them harvest only fish population 1, whose 86

biomass density is X1.t/, and n2.t/ harvest only fish populations 2, whose biomass 87

density is X2.t/, with n1.t/ C n2.t/ D N. Let r.t/ D r1.t/ D n1.t/=N be the 88

fraction of fishers that at time t are allowed to harvest species 1. Of course, the 89

complementary fraction r2.t/ D 1�r.t/ represents the fraction of fishers that harvest 90

species 2. The dynamics of the system is modelled assuming that natural growth 91

and harvesting of the two species occurs in continuous time, whereas discrete- 92

time strategy switching (decision-driven) regulates how agents adaptively update 93

their harvesting strategy period by period, according to an evolutionary mechanism 94

based on profit-driven replicator dynamics. Denoting by Gi.Xi/ the specific growth 95

function of species i and by Hi its harvesting rate, the model assumes the following 96

form: 97

8
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
:

�
X1 .t/ D X1.t/G1.X1.t// � H1.X1.t/;X2.t//�
X2 .t/ D X2.t/G2.X2.t// � H2.X1.t/;X2.t//

r.t/ D
(

r.t � s/ ��

1 .t/

r.t�s/��

1 .t/CŒ1�r.t�s/���

2 .t/
if t

s D �
t
s

˘

r
��

t
s

˘
s
�

otherwise

(1)

Here
�
Xi denotes the derivatives of biomass with respect to time, bxc is the largest 98

integer not greater than x (i.e. the floor of x), and 99

��
i .t/ D

tR

t�s
��

i .�/ d�

s
I i D 1; 2 (2)

100
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is the average profit observed by each agent at the end of every switching time of 101

length s. So, the third equation in (1) states that at each switching time, each fisher, 102

assumed to know the average profits of both groups during the previous period, 103

compares the two average profits over the last fishing period. Average profit of each 104

strategy is taken as fitness measure of that strategy, according to the paradigms 105

of evolutionary game theory (see Weibull 1995; Hofbauer and Sigmund 1998): if 106

��
1 .t/ > ��

2 .t/ then r .t/ increases, i.e. a fraction of fishers harvesting species 2 107

switch to harvest species 1, otherwise r .t/ decreases. 108

Following Szidarovszky and Okuguchi (1998), the harvesting rates H1.t/ and 109

H2.t/ are computed according to the profit maximization problem of a Cournot 110

oligopoly game. Assuming that the current total harvesting is wholly supplied to the 111

market, prices are determined according to the following horizontal differentiated 112

linear inverse demand system (see Singh and Vives 1984 for details) 113

�
p1 D f1.H1;H2/ D a1 � b1.H1 C �H2/

p2 D f2.H1;H2/ D a2 � b2.�H1 C H2/
(3)

where ai is the reservation price for species i, bi represents the slope of the demand 114

for fish i and � 2 Œ0; 1� is the symmetric degree of substitutability between the 115

two fish varieties. In particular, if � D 0 then the two varieties are independent in 116

demand. On the other hand, for � D 1 they are perfect substitutes.1 As usual in 117

fishery oligopoly models, quadratic harvesting costs are assumed for both species, 118

i.e. for harvesting hi units of species i an agent faces a cost given by 119

Ci .Xi; hi/ D �i
h2i
Xi

(4)

where �i measures the fishers’ inefficiency for catching species i. This cost function 120

is obtained and employed in Clark (1990), Okuguchi (1998), and Szidarovszky and 121

Okuguchi (1998) and is very common in fishery models, since it captures the fact 122

that it is easier and less expensive to catch fish if the fish population is large. Given 123

these specifications of cost and pricesfunctions, the profit of fisher q belonging to 124

group i .i D 1; 2/ when harvesting hi;q reads 125

�i;q D pihi;q � �i

h2i;q
Xi
; i D 1; 2 (5)

126

1In the context we are considering, we disregard the case � < 0, related to varieties that are demand
complementary.
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Therefore, in deciding instantaneous harvesting of species i, the representative fisher 127

q in group i solves the problem max
hi;q

�i;q. By taking the first order conditions and 128

employing the symmetry property that players within each group are homogeneous 129

(i.e. hi;q D hi;u; i D 1; 2I) we obtain for i; j D 1; 2with i ¤ j the following harvesting 130

quantities at a Nash equilibrium (see Bischi et al. 2013a for details) h�
i .Xi;Xj/ D 131

aiXi.bjXj
�
1C Nrj

� C 2�j/� ajbiNrjXiXj�

.biXi.1C Nr/C 2�i/.bjXj.1C N.1 � r//C 2�j/ � bibjN2.1 � r/rXiXj�2
; (6)

where r1 D r D n1
N and r2 D .1 � r/ D n2

N represent, respectively, the fractions of 132

fishers that harvest species 1 and 2, respectively. Hence, the harvesting terms in (1) 133

become H1 D Nrh�
1 and H2 D N .1 � r/ h�

2 respectively. Moreover, by inserting (6) 134

into (5), we get optimal individual profits 135

��
i D

�

bi C �i

Xi

	
�
h�

i

�2
(7)

which shows that profits are always non-negative. 136

Different kinds of growth functions can be considered in (1), according to the 137

biological properties of the fish population and the marine environment at hand. In 138

Bischi et al. (2013a), it is assumed that the two populations of (shell)fish follow a 139

logistic natural growth rate of the form 140

Gi D �i

�

1 � Xi

ki

	

I i D 1; 2 (8)

where �i and ki are, respectively, the intrinsic rate of growth and the carrying 141

capacity of species i. 142

In order to investigate the model proposed by using both analytical and numerical 143

methods, Bischi et al. (2013a) studies some benchmark cases. For example, in the 144

limiting case s ! 0, i.e. with fishers changing their fishing strategy continuously, 145

one gets ��
i .t/ D ��

i .t/, and the last equation in (1) can be replaced with 146

�
r .t/ D r.t/

�
��
1 .t/ � �

r.t/��
1 .t/C .1 � r.t//��

2 .t/
��

D r.t/.1 � r.t//
�
��
1 .t/ � ��

2 .t/
�

(9)

which is the well-known replicator equation in continuous time (see again Weibull 147

1995; Hofbauer and Sigmund 1998), stating that
�
r .t/ > 0 Œ<� if ��

1 .t/ > ��
2 .t/ 148

Œ<�. In this case, the model assumes the simpler form of a nonlinear 3-dimensional 149

system of ordinary differential equations. In order to obtain analytical results, the 150

case of constant prices is considered (i.e. b1 D b2 D 0). The dynamical model (1)
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assumes the following simplified form: 151

8
ˆ̂
<̂

ˆ̂
:̂

�
X1 D X1�1



1 � X1

k1

�
� Nr a1X1

2�1�
X2 D X2�2



1 � X2

k2

�
� N .1 � r/ a2X2

2�2
�
r D r.1 � r/

h
a21X1
4�1

� a22X2
4�2

i
(10)

Note that in the invariant subspaces defined by r D 0 and r D 1, the first two 152

differential equations in (10) are uncoupled. The following propositions (proved in 153

Bischi et al. 2013a) describe the steady states of the model and their local stability 154

properties. To keep the notation short, in these propositions it is useful to define the 155

aggregate parameters 156

˛1.r/ D �1 � a1Nr

2�1
and ˛2.r/ D �2 � a2N.1 � r/

2�2
(11)

Proposition 1 (Boundary equilibria and their stability) For the model (10) the 157

following statements hold: 158

• the total extinction fixed points E0r D .0; 0; r/, where r 2 Œ0; 1�, are unstable 159

non-hyperbolic nodes provided that ˛i.r/ > 0, i D 1; 2; 160

• the equilibria with harvesting of only one species are given by: 161

– E01 D .k1; 0; 0/ and E02 D .0; k2; 1/ (extinction of the harvested species), which 162

are saddle points; 163

– E11 D


0; k2



1� Na2

2�2�2

�
; 0

�
, if Na2 < 2�2�2, and E12 D



k1



1� Na1

2�1�1

�
; 0; 1

�
, 164

if Na1 < 2�1�1 (extinction of the non-harvested species), which are saddle 165

points; 166

– E21 D



k1; k2


1 � Na2

2�2�2

�
; 0

�
if Na2 < 2�2�2 (both viable species with no 167

harvesting of species 1), which is a stable node provided that 168

a1 <

s
a22k2�1.2�2�2 � Na2/

2k1�22 �2
(12)

and a saddle point if the reverse inequality in (12) holds; 169

– E22 D



k1


1 � Na1

2�1�1

�
; k2; 1

�
ifNa1 < 2�1�1 (both viable species with no 170

harvesting of species 2) which is a stable node provided that 171

a2 <

s
a21k1�2.2�1�1 � Na1/

2k2�21 �1
(13)

and a saddle point if the reverse inequality in (13) holds. 172
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The next proposition characterizes an equilibrium with r� 2 .0; 1/, which is the 173

case in which each species is always harvested by some fishers, of course with the 174

restriction that each agent is allowed to fish just one species at each time. 175

Proposition 2 (Interior equilibrium and its stability) For the model (10) the 176

following statements hold: 177

• There exists a unique interior equilibrium E� D �
X�
1 ;X

�
2 ; r

��
with r� 2 .0; 1/, 178

where 179

X�
i D a2j k1k2�i.2a2�1�1 C 2a1�2�2 � a1a2N/

2
�
a32k2�

2
1 �1 C a31k1�

2
2 �2

� ; i D 1; 2I i ¤ j (14)

r� D �1�1
�
a32k2N�1 � 2a22k2�1�2�2 C 2a21k1�

2
2 �2

�

N
�
a32k2�

2
1 �1 C a31k1�

2
2 �2

�

• Equilibrium biomass levels X�
i > 0; i D 1; 2 iff ˛i.r�/ > 0, with 0 < r� < 1; this 180

occurs in the following cases: 181

– case 1: If ˛1.1/ > 0 and ˛2.0/ > 0 then the carrying capacity k1 must satisfy 182

Ok1 D a22k2�1.2�2�2 � Na2/

2a21�
2
2 �2

< k1 <
2a22k

2
2�

2
1 �1

2a21�1�2�1 � Na31�2
D k1I 183

– case 2: If ˛1.1/ > 0 and ˛2.0/ < 0 then the carrying capacity k1 must satisfy 184

0 < k1 < k1I 185

– case 3: If ˛1.1/ < 0 and ˛2.0/ > 0 then the carrying capacity k1 must satisfy 186

k1 > Ok1I 187

– case 4: If ˛1.1/ < 0 and ˛2.0/ < 0 then it must be 2�1�1
N < a1 <

2a2�1�1
Na2�2�2�2 , 188

and at a1 D 2a2�1�1
Na2�2�2�2 it is X�

1 D X�
2 D 0I 189

– finally, if k1 D Ok1 then it is r� D 0 and E� D E21 D



k1; k2


1 � N a2

2�2�2

�
; 0

�
190

whereas if k1 D k1 then it is r� D 1 and E� D E22 D



k1


1 � N a1

2�1�1

�
; k2; 1

�
. 191

• If the equilibrium E� D �
X�
1 ;X

�
2 ; r

��
involves positive biomasses, then it is stable 192

under the replicator dynamics in continuous time. 193

The cases discussed in the previous proposition help to understand how the 194

interior equilibrium appears or disappears through contacts with border equilibria. 195

In particular, the last two cases indicate that the interior equilibrium can have a 196

contact with the extinction equilibrium E0r or with the border equilibria E21 and E22. 197

It is also interesting to notice that, by Proposition 1, a single species, say species 198

1, does not become extinct provided that 2�1�1
a1N > r, whereas by Proposition 2, the
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condition r� < 1 leads to 2�1�1
a1N < 1C 2a22k2�

2
1 �1

Na31k1�2
. Therefore, if 199

2�1�1

a1N
2

�

r; 1C 2a22k2�
2
1 �1

Na31k1�2

	

(15)

then species 1 will survive both with an exogenous fixed r or with a r� to which 200

the continuous-time switching mechanism converges. However, if the fixed r D r 2 201

.0; 1/ is such that 202

2�1�1

a1N
2 .0; r/ (16)

i.e. too much harvesting pressure is imposed on species 1, then this fixed fraction 203

of exploiters r will lead the resource to extinction, whereas an endogenous r could 204

avoid the occurrence of extinction for species 1 (the same reasoning applies, of 205

course, to species 2). 206

For the sake of comparison, the analytical results on the coexistence of both 207

species can be summarized as follows: 208

Corollary 1 If k1; k2 > 0 and 2�1�1
Na1

C 2�2�2
Na2

> 1, the model with continuous 209

replicator dynamics (10) converges to one of the following fixed points with 210

coexistence of the two species: 211

• E21 if 2�2�2a2N 2


1C 2a21k1�

2
2 �2

Na32k2�1
;C1

�
; 212

• E22 if 2�1�1a1N 2


1C 2a22k2�

2
1 �1

Na31k1�2
;C1

�
; 213

• E� whenever 2�1�1
a1N < 1C 2a22k2�

2
1 �1

Na31k1�2
and 2�2�2

a2N < 1C 2a21k1�
2
2 �2

Na32k2�1
. 214

In the model (10) with the last differential equation dropped and the fraction r 215

exogenously fixed to r, if k1; k2 > 0 and 2�1�1
Na1

C 2�2�2
Na2

> 1, any r 2


1 � 2�2�2

Na2
;
2�1�1
Na1

�
216

ensures the coexistence of both species. 217

In short, if there is a coexistence equilibrium for the model (10) then there is 218

at least an r such that the model with an exogenously fixed r also converges to a 219

coexistence equilibrium. On the contrary, if there exists an r such that the model with 220

exogenous r converges to a coexistence equilibrium, then the model with continuous 221

replicator dynamics also converges to a coexistence equilibrium. 222

The simpler specification considered above constitutes a useful benchmark for a 223

deeper understanding of the full-fledged hybrid model. In fact, an equilibrium point 224

for the system with continuous replicator (9) is also a fixed point for the hybrid 225

system (1), although the converse is not necessarily true. This follows from the 226

fact that the first and the second dynamic equations in the two specifications are 227

identical, and the replicator dynamics in discrete and in continuous time share the 228

same equilibrium conditions: r.t/ D r.t � s/ for r D 0, r D 1 or ��
1 .t/ D ��

2 .t/. In 229

fact, if instantaneous profits are identical in equilibrium, then the average profits of 230
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the two strategies over the non-switching time interval of length s are also identical. 231

Nonetheless, we can have an equilibrium point such that the average profits of 232

the two strategies over the interval s are equal, even though instantaneous profits 233

are not equal over the interval. In the case of the hybrid model (1), r.t/ becomes 234

a piecewise-constant function, like an endogenously driven bang-bang variable, 235

whose discontinuous jumps occur at discrete times and lead to sudden switches 236

among different dynamic scenarios, which is typical behavior of hybrid systems.2 237

Numerical simulations performed in Bischi et al. (2013a) allow to investigate the 238

role played by s (the switching time) as well as the effects of non-constant prices, 239

i.e. demand functions (3) with slope bi ¤ 0, i D 1; 2, on the dynamics of the 240

more realistic hybrid model (1). Such analysis gives evidence of possible advantages 241

of profit-driven self-regulated harvesting strategy choices over other practices, 242

both from the point of view of biomass levels (i.e. biological sustainability) and 243

wealth (economic profitability). Indeed, for proper sets of parameters, numerical 244

simulations show that this kind of myopic and adaptive self-regulation may ensure 245

a virtuous trade-off between profit maximization and resource conservation, driven 246

by cost externalities and market pressure. 247

Other similar models can be proposed, as useful exercises, to describe situations 248

with interacting species. In this case the two growth functions in (1) assume the 249

more general forms G1.X1;X2/ and G2.X1;X2/, thus giving a further source of 250

interdependence among the dynamic variables. Even if it is quite difficult to harvest 251

only a single species when two fish populations interact in the same environment, 252

the simulation of such a situation may provide useful theoretical information on 253

the understanding of the trade-off between species interactions and endogenous 254

evolutionary processes based on economic forces. For example, following the 255

idea contained in Okuguchi (1984), in Bischi et al. (2013b) the case of two fish 256

species which interact through a prey-predator relationship is considered. The time 257

evolution of the fish biomasses is modelled by a system of differential equations 258

known as Rosenzweig-MacArthur prey-predator model (see e.g. Rosenzweig and 259

MacArthur 1963; Holling 1965; De Feo and Rinaldi 1997) with extra mortality 260

terms both in prey and predator equations due to harvesting: 261

8
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<̂

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
:̂

�
X1 D X1G1.X1;X2/� Nr.t/h�

1 .X1;X2/

D X1
h
�

�
1 � X1

K

� � ˇX2
˛CX1

i
� Nr.t/h�

1 .X1;X2/
�
X2 D X2G2.X1;X2/� N.1 � r.t//h�

2 .X1;X2/

D X2


�ˇX1
˛CX1

� d
�

� N.1 � r.t//h�
2 .X1;X2/

262

2A comparison of models with endogenous switching among different regimes and with different
time-scales is carried out in Bischi et al. (2014). A related hybrid evolutionary model for the
adoption of technologies with different efficiency and environmental impact is considered in
Lamantia and Radi (2015).
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Also in this case, a simpler benchmark model is considered by assuming constant 263

prices and a given fraction r 2 Œ0; 1� as an exogenous parameter. This leads to the 264

following two-dimensional dynamical system: 265

8
<

:

�
X1 D �X1

�
1� X1

K

� � ˇX1X2
˛CX1

� rN a1X1
2�1�

X2 D X2


�ˇX1
˛CX1

� d
�

� .1 � r/N a2X2
2�2

(17)

The following characterization of equilibrium points holds (see Bischi et al. 2013b): 266

Proposition 3 The dynamical system (17) has three non-negative equilibrium 267

points, given by S0 D .0; 0/, Sr
1 D



K.2��1�rNa1/

2��1
; 0

�
and Sr

2 D �
Xr
1;X

r
2

�
, with 268

Xr
1 D ˛



dC.1�r/N

a2
2�2

�

�ˇ�d�.1�r/N
a2
2�2

, Xr
2 D .˛CXr

1/
ˇ

h
� � �Xr

1

K � rN a1
2�1

i
. 269

• The Equilibrium Sr
1 is positive if 2��1 > rNa1, and Sr

2 is positive provided that 270

�ˇ > d C .1 � r/N a2
2�2

and Xr
1 <

K.2��1�rNa1/
2��1

. 271

• Sr
2 becomes stable through a transcritical bifurcation at which Sr

1 and Sr
2 272

exchange stability, and it loses stability through a supercritical Hopf bifurcation; 273

the analytical expressions for bifurcations curves are given by 274

K D Kr
T D

2��1˛



d C .1 � r/ a2N
2�2

�

.2��1 � Na1/


�ˇ � d � .1 � r/ a2N

2�2

� .Transcriticalbifurcationcurve/

(18)

K D Kr
H D Kr

T C 2��1˛�ˇ

.2��1 � Na1/


�ˇ � d � .1 � r/ a2N

2�2

� .Hopfbifurcationcurve/

(19)

The endogenous evolutionary dynamics of the fraction r.t/ can be introduced 275

through two steps: first the case of continuous-time replicator dynamics is consid- 276

ered, modelled by (9); then the more general hybrid model obtained through discrete 277

dynamics of r.t/ according to the third equation in (1) is addressed. The analytical 278

and numerical results in Bischi et al. (2013b) show that this type of evolutionary 279

mechanism may lead, also in this case, to a good compromise between profit 280

maximization and resource conservation thanks to an evolutionary self-regulation 281

based on cost and price externalities. In fact, the reduction of biomass of one 282

species leads to increasing landing costs and it consequently favours the endogenous 283

switching to the more abundant species; moreover, severe overfishing of one species 284

causes decreasing prices and consequently decreasing profits. 285

The numerical results given in Bischi et al. (2013b) show that the endogenous 286

switching mechanism, where fishers decide the variety to catch on the basis of their 287

profits, leads to a high probability of coexistence of the two species provided that 288

the dynamics of unexploited species converge to the stable coexistence equilibrium. 289
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In this case, the endogenous switching mechanism significantly reduce the negative 290

effects of exploitation. Another surprising characteristic of this endogenous switch- 291

ing is the reduction of the “oscillatory effect” due to oversupply of food. In fact, it 292

is well known that, in a food-chain population model, the presence of self-sustained 293

oscillations means oversupply of nutrients. In De Feo and Rinaldi (1997) some 294

practical rules are given to reduce oscillations caused by overabundance of food at 295

the bottom of the food chain. So, the exercise carried out in Bischi et al. (2013b) 296

offers glimpse into the interesting properties of myopic and adaptive harvesting 297

mechanisms driven by endogenous evolutionary processes. However this is just a 298

starting point for further and deeper analysis. There are several aspects of the model 299

that deserve to be explored more deeply. For example, the variable r, i.e. the fraction 300

of fishers harvesting a given fish stock, is assumed to range in the interval Œ0; 1�, 301

where 0 and 1 are always equilibria. When r converges to 0 or 1, one of the two 302

species is no longer harvested and consequently it is not available in the market. This 303

could be a reasonable practice only if the two species of fish are perfect substitute 304

in consumers tastes (corresponding to the case � D 1 in (3)); otherwise consumers 305

may be heavily penalized in such equilibria. This may be avoided, for example, by 306

introducing constraints on the dynamics of r. We refer to Bischi et al. (2013b) for 307

further comments on this point. 308

3 Discrete-Time Fishery Models with Marine Protected 309

Areas 310

Even if dynamic models in ecology have been traditionally formulated in 311

continuous-time, discrete-time population dynamics have received a great amount 312

of attention not only for the complex and intriguing time evolutions that they can 313

produce even in the simplest systems, but also for relevant biological motivations 314

that have been proposed to explain their usefulness in ecologic modeling. In 315

fact, several authors stress that discrete-time population models should be used 316

whenever reproduction happens at given breeding seasons, as several animal species 317

successfully mate only during certain times of the year, thus giving non-overlapping 318

generations (see e.g. Geritz and Kisdi 2004; May 1975). So, more and more 319

discrete-time population models have been proposed in the literature (see e.g. Getz 320

and Haight 1989; Cushing et al. 2004). A comparison between continuous-time 321

and discrete-time dynamics in imperfectly competitive international commercial 322

fisheries is given in Erjaee and Okuguchi (2006). A review of elementary fishery 323

models in discrete time is given in Antonelli et al (2005), and their applications 324

in the modelling of fishing regulation by the creation of marine protected areas 325

is discussed in Antonelli et al. (2006), Bischi and Lamantia (2007), Bischi et al. 326

(2009), and Sanchirico and Wilen (2001). International agreements for the creation 327

of Marine Protected Areas (MPA) exist, and an increasing interest for this kind of 328

regulation is witnessed by the rich literature, conferences and congresses devoted 329
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to it (see e.g. Bohnsack 1993; Clark 1996; Sumaila 1998; Holland 2002; Sumaila 330

and Charles 2002). As explained in Antonelli et al. (2006), the dynamic fishery 331

models proposed in Bischi and Lamantia (2007) and Bischi et al. (2009), which 332

will be described in this section, have been motivated by the project for the creation 333

of a MPA in an international sea zone in the Adriatic Sea, in a region called “Fossa 334

di Pomo”. In order to avoid strong opposition of fishers, this MPA is not intended 335

as a reserve area (i.e. a no fishing zone) but it should be a region with carefully 336

regulated fishing activity, for example where a limited constant-effort fishing is 337

allowed. This may give rise to the possible fishers’ choice whether to harvest under 338

an imposed limited effort, compulsory inside a MPA with abundance of fish stock, 339

or without imposed limits (e.g. under oligopolistic competition), possible outside 340

the MPA, i.e. in a zone with (likely) depleted fish stock. Of course, this choice 341

is strongly influenced by the level of imposed fishing effort inside the MPA. On 342

order to model this kind of fishery, in Bischi et al. (2009) an aquatic environment 343

is assumed to be divided into two adjacent patches, characterized by different, 344

and in some way complementary, fishing policies: an imposed constant fishing 345

effort in region 1 and oligopolistic competition in region 2, where fishers decide 346

their harvesting on the basis of a boundedly rational “profit incursion” attitude. 347

Moreover, given the total number of fishers, an adaptive switching mechanism is 348

introduced, based on imitation dynamics (see e.g. Bischi et al. 2003; Vega-Redondo 349

1996), that endogenously regulates the fraction of fishers that, at each time period, 350

decide to operate in one of the two regions on the basis of observed profits. 351

Clearly the division in two different patches is a virtual one, in the sense that no 352

physical boundaries exist, and fish can move among regions so that the quantity of 353

biomass in one region depends not only on harvesting and biological growth in that 354

region, but also on the stock and catch in the neighboring regions. The consequence 355

is an interdependence which, at each time period, can increase the population of the 356

zone where the fish density is smaller. 357

Let X.t/ be the total quantity of fish biomass in the water basin at time period 358

t. We suppose that the water basin is virtually divided in two patches, labelled 359

as patch 1 and patch 2. We denote by X1 and X2 the quantity of biomass in the 360

different regions, with X D X1 C X2. We can imagine that a central authority 361

draws a virtual line on the water basin so that it can impose a specific harvesting 362

policy for agents operating in one of the two areas. Assuming that fish can 363

migrate between the different patches according to a linear diffusion mechanism, 364

the biological evolution of the resource in each patch is modelled by the following 365

two-dimensional dynamical system: 366

�
X1.t C 1/ D X1 .t/G.X.t//� �ŒX1.t/ � X2.t/� � H1.t/
X2.t C 1/ D X2 .t/G.X.t//C �ŒX1.t/ � X2.t/� � H2.t/

(20)

where � > 0 is a diffusion coefficient, and Hi.t/ represents the quantity of fish 367

harvested in time period t in region i. 368
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A subdivision of a fishing region into patches, with these two kinds of fishing 369

policies, is also considered in Bischi and Lamantia (2007). However, the division 370

modelled in that paper is markedly different, because two independent growth 371

functions are considered, in the sense that the fish population of each region is 372

assumed to interact only with individuals of the same region. Instead, in this case 373

the growth function in each patch involves interaction with both subpopulations, i.e. 374

summing up the two Eqs. (20) we have 375

.X1 C X2/.t C 1/ D .X1.t/C X2.t//G.X1.t/C X2.t// � H.t/ 376

where H.t/ D H1.t/C H2.t/ is the total harvested quantity. 377

In the following, a logistic growth function is considered, with intrinsic growth 378

rate ˛ and carrying capacity K D ˛=ˇ, i.e. 379

X.t C 1/ D X.t/G.X.t// D X.t/.1C ˛ � ˇX.t// 380

In order to derive the two different harvesting functions in patch 1 and patch 2 let 381

us assume that in patch 1 n1 fishers are allowed to harvest with an imposed constant 382

fishing effort, whereas in patch 2 n2 fishers are engaged in a Cournot oligopolistic 383

competition. Let N D n1Cn2 be the total number of fishers. We denote by r D n2=N 384

the fraction of fishers that decide to harvest outside the MPA, choosing the quantity 385

to harvest according to a profit-increasing Cournot oligopoly strategy, as specified 386

below. Of course .1 � r/ represents the fraction of agents fishing in region 1, i.e. 387

inside the MPA. 388

If E is the individual fishing effort imposed by a regulator in the MPA, denoted 389

as patch 1, then 390

H1.X1/ D qEN.1 � r/X1. 391

where q is the “catchability” coefficient, linked to the adopted technology. The 392

idea of a constant fishing effort is very common in the literature on mathematical 393

bioeconomic modelling of fisheries (see e.g. Clark 1990 and references therein) and 394

constitutes the most employed method of control in fisheries. 395

In patch 2 fishers engage in a Cournot oligopolistic competition, i.e. they decide, 396

at each time period, their harvesting quantity according to profit-increasing behavior 397

taking into account economic externalities. Here we assume the existence of a 398

unique market for the harvested resource determined by the linear inverse demand 399

function 400

p.t/ D a � bH.t/ (21)

where a and b are positive parameters. Notice that we implicitly assumed that the 401

total harvested quantity H.t/ is entirely sold in the market. 402
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The profit at time t of a representative fisher operating in zone 1 is given by 403

�1.t/ D qEX1.t/.a � bH.t//� ıE (22)

D qEX1.t/ fa � b ŒENq.1 � r.t//X1.t/C Nr.t/x.t/�g � ıE

where ı is the unitary cost of effort, H1.t/ D N Œ1 � r.t/� qEX1.t/ and H2 D 404

Nr.t/x.t/ represent the total harvesting in patch 1 and 2 respectively, r.t/ is the 405

fraction of agents operating outside the MPA in period t, x.t/ is their individual 406

catch, whose determination is given below. 407

The cost function of a representative fisher that chooses to fish in zone 2, for 408

harvesting a quantity x when the fish stock is X2, is given by 409

C.x;X2/ D c C �
x2

X2
410

where � reflects the inefficiency for harvesting outside the MPA and c is a fixed 411

cost, which includes also the effort for solving the harvesting decision problem. 412

The quantity of resource harvested by a single oligopolist, x.t/, is determined in the 413

following way. Assuming that all fishers are homogeneous, we can write the time t 414

profit of a representative fisher working in zone 2 as 415

�2.t/ D x.t/ .a � bH/� �
x.t/2

X2.t/
� c (23)

Due to the complexity of the underlying model, it could be difficult for an oligopolist 416

to compute the profit maximizing level of harvesting. For this reason, we assume 417

that oligopolists act in a “boundedly rational” way, in the sense that they update 418

their harvesting plans in the direction of increasing profits, as specified by the so 419

called profit-gradient dynamics (see Flam 1993; Furth 1986; Bischi and Naimzada 420

2000). Thus, the quantity x.t C 1/ of a representative oligopolist as a function of 421

r.t/; x.t/; X1.t/ and X2.t/ can be written as 422

x.t C 1/ D x.t/C k � @�2.t/
@x.t/

D (24)

D x.t/C k �
�

a � bN Œ2r.t/x.t/C Eq.1� r.t//X1.t/� � 2x.t/�

X2.t/

�

where k > 0 is the speed of adjustment to the direction of the profit gradient. 423

Agents can decide at any time period the patch to fish in and, consequently, 424

the harvesting strategy, i.e. whether to harvest the resource according to free 425

competition outside the MPA, following a Cournot oligopolistic game, or through 426

(controlled) constant effort landing inside the MPA. Since agents do not have full 427

knowledge of the underlying structure of the game, the switching mechanism is 428
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assumed to be governed by an imitative behavior.3 Again, a replicator dynamics 429

may be used (see e.g. Weibull 1995; Vega-Redondo 1996; Hofbauer and Sigmund 430

1998) where at each time period any fisher samples an agent that has chosen a 431

different strategy in the past, and switches to the other strategy if the profit of the 432

sampled agent has been greater than his own. However, in Bischi et al. (2009) the 433

probability to change behavior is modelled according to a different kind of imitative 434

behavior, more similar to word of mouth dynamics (see Bischi et al. 2003), based 435

on the following switching probabilities 436

pO!E D .1 � r/P.�1 > �2/ ; pO!O D 1 � pO!E

pE!O D rP.�2 > �1/ ; pE!E D 1 � pE!O

where “pO!E” is the probability to change from strategy “O” (“Oligopoly”) to 437

strategy “E” (constant effort). This probability is given by the product between the 438

probability to meet an agent harvesting with constant effort, i.e. .1 � r/, and the 439

probability that the profit of that agent is greater than the profit for a representative 440

oligopolist, that is P.�1 > �2/; a similar definition holds for the other quantities, 441

with an obvious meaning of the symbols. The cumulative distribution (probability) 442

function P.�1 > �2/D	.�1 � �2/ is monotone increasing with 	.�1/ D 0 and 443

	.C1/ D 1. Of course, P.�2 � �1/ D 1 � 	.�1 � �2/: 444

All in all, the dynamic (deterministic mean field) equation describing how the 445

expected fraction of oligopolists evolves is given by 446

r.t C 1/ D r.t/C Œ1 � r.t/� pE!O � r.t/pO!E

D r.t/C Œ1 � r.t/� r.t/ Œ1 � 	.�1.t/ � �2.t//� � r.t/.1 � r.t//	.�1.t/ � �2.t//
D r.t/ Œ1 � .1 � r.t//M.�1.t/ � �2.t//� (25)

where M.:/ D 2	.:/ � 1: Equation (25) can be interpreted as a balance equation, 447

saying that the fraction of agents that at time t C 1 operates outside the MPA, r.t C 448

1/, is increased by the expected fraction of agents that decide to exit the MPA, 449

Œ1 � r.t/� pE!O, and decreased by agents entering the MPA, i.e. r.t/pO!E. 450

The main properties that the function M inherits from the commonly used 451

cumulative distributions 	 are: (1) M.0/ D 0 ; (2) lim
z!�1M.z/ D �1; (3) 452

lim
z!C1M.z/ D 1; (4) M is an odd function and (5) M is convex in .�1; 0/ and 453

concave in .0;C1/. 454

In the following, we explicitly assume the functional form 455

M.z/ D 2

�
arctan

�

�

2
z

	

456

3A non-evolutionary version of this model has been addressed in Lamantia and Sbragia (2006).
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where the parameter 
 D M0.0/ D 1
2
	 0.0/ > 0 represents the agents’ propensity to 457

strategy switching. 458

All in all, the dynamical system obtained by considering the natural resources 459

evolution in Eqs. (20) with H1.t/ D N Œ1 � r.t/� qEX1.t/ and H2.t/ D Nr.t/x.t/; 460

individual oligopolistic harvesting in (24), and expected fraction of oligopolistic 461

competitors (25), is described by the following map in R
4 with dynamic variables 462

X1, X2, x and r: 463

T W

8
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
:

X1.t C 1/ D X1 .t/G.X1.t/C X2.t// � �ŒX1.t/ � X2.t/� � N Œ1 � r.t/� qEX1.t/

X2.t C 1/ D X2 .t/G.X1.t/C X2.t//C �ŒX1.t/ � X2.t/� � Nr.t/x.t/

x.t C 1/ D max
h
0; x.t/C k �

n
a � bN Œ2r.t/x.t/C qE.1� r.t//X1.t/� � 2x.t/�

X2.t/

oi

r.t C 1/ D r.t/
˚
1 � .1� r.t// 2

�
arctan

�

�
2
.�1.t/ � �2.t//

�

(26)

It is important to note that the max operator prevents that oligopolists can choose 464

negative quantity of harvesting. The sets r D 0 and r D 1 are dynamic invariant, 465

in the sense that if r.t/ D 0 (1) then also r.t C 1/ D 0 (1). This corresponds to the 466

obvious statement that when a strategy is not performed at a given time it can not 467

be imitated. When r D 0, i.e. all agents exert constant effort, the model reduces to a 468

two-dimensional map, as the equations for x and r in (26) are redundant. 469

A steady state of the dynamical system (26) is a point S D .X�
1 ;X

�
2 ; x

�; r�/ 470

satisfying the following nonlinear system of equations 471

8
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
:

X1 Œ˛ � ˇ .X1 C X2/� � � .X1 � X2/� N .1 � r/ qEX1 D 0

X2 Œ˛ � ˇ .X1 C X2/�C �ŒX1 � X2� � Nrx D 0

aX2 � bNX2 Œ2rx C qE.1� r/X1� � 2x� D 0

r.1 � r/ .�1 � �2/ D 0

.1/

.2/

.3/

.4/

(27)

where �1 and �2 are given in (22) and (23) respectively. When no biomass is present 472

in each patch, i.e. X1 D X2 D 0, from (27, 2) we get x D 0 and (27, 4) reduces to 473

r.1 � r/.c � ıE/ D 0. In this case equilibria are given by S01 D .0; 0; 0; 0/ and 474

S02 D .0; 0; 0; 1/: When c D ıE, any level r� 2 Œ0; 1� guarantees an equilibrium of 475

the type S03 D .0; 0; 0; r�/: It is easy to prove (see Bischi et al. 2009) that all these 476

boundary equilibria S01; S02; S03 are unstable for any parameters’ values. Indeed, all 477

these cases represent extinction equilibria as they involve no biomass in each patch. 478

Let us now consider the case r D 0, i.e. all agents harvesting inside the MPA. 479

Obviously Eq. (27, 4) is satisfied and from (27, 3) we get that the harvesting 480

equilibrium level of each representative agent is given by x�
0 D .a�bNqEX1/X2

2�
. Note 481

that as all agents harvest in this case inside the MPA, the equilibrium level x�
0 has 482

no practical relevance whatsoever. Hence system (27) reduces now to 483

�
X1 Œ˛ � ˇ .X1 C X2/� � � .X1 � X2/� NqEX1 D 0

X2 Œ˛ � ˇ .X1 C X2/�C �ŒX1 � X2� D 0 :
484
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From the second equation, for X2 ¤ �
ˇ

, we obtain X1 D g.X2/ D X2.˛���ˇX2/
ˇX2�� > 0 485

that substituted back in the first equation gives the equilibrium level in the variable 486

X2 as a zero of the single variable function 487

f .X2/ D X2 Œ.2X2ˇ � ˛/.˛ � 2�/� C ENq.� � X2ˇ/.˛ � � � X2ˇ/�

.� � X2ˇ/2
488

Clearly, it results that f .0/ D 0 and lim
X2!C1f .X2/ D C1; moreover, f has a vertical 489

asymptote at X2 D �
ˇ

, as lim
X2! �

ˇ

f .X2/ D �1. By continuity of f in the interval 490

. �
ˇ
;C1/, at least one X�

2 > �
ˇ

exists such that f .X�
2 / D 0, hence defining the 491

equilibrium point S�
0 D .g.X�

2 /;X
�
2 ; x

�; 0/. Note that condition f 0.0/ > 0, equivalent 492

to ˛
�
< 1 C 1

1CENq , implies the existence of another equilibrium point such that 493

X�
2 2



0; �

ˇ

�
. 494

The analysis of the case r D 1, i.e. with all agents harvesting outside the 495

MPA, leads to a similar exercise. Again Eq. (27, 4) is satisfied and the harvesting 496

equilibrium level of each representative agent is x�
1 D aX2

2.bNX/ > 0: The existence of 497

equilibria can be studied similarly to the previous case. Under the likely assumption 498

that ˛ > 2� it is possible to prove analytically that no equilibrium exists with 499

X�
1 <

�
ˇ

and at least one equilibrium S�
1 D .X�

1 ; g.X
�
1 /; x

�
1 ; 1/ always exists with 500

X�
1 > �

ˇ
. Moreover, it is easy to verify that condition a <

4b��.˛�2/
ˇ

ensures 501

uniqueness of equilibrium S�
1 under the case r D 1. 502

Now we tackle the problem of existence of interior equilibria with r 2 .0; 1/ and 503

with X1; X2 > 0. As before, we can find equilibria in terms of a two-dimensional 504

system of equations. In fact, from (27, 1) we can write 505

r.X1;X2/ D ENq � ˛ C ˇ.X1 C X2/ � � .X1 � X2/

ENq
: 506

By adding together (27, 1) and (27, 2) and substituting back the expressions for r 507

and 1 � r, an expression for x.X1;X2/ D Œ.˛�ˇ.X1CX2//X2C�.X1�X2/�EqX1
X1ŒENq�˛Cˇ.X1CX2/���.X1�X2/

is obtained. 508

By employing the previous expressions of r.X1;X2/ and x.X1;X2/ in (27, 3) and (27, 509

4), the following system of equations is obtained, in which only the variables X1 and 510

X2 appear, which characterize interior equilibria with r 2 .0; 1/ and X1; X2 > 0: 511

8
<

:

a � bNqE.1� r/X1 � 2



bNr C �

X2

�
x D 0

qEX1 Œa � b .qENX1 .1� r//� � ıE C c D x
h
a C bNqEX1.2r � 1/�



bNr C �

X2

�
x
i 512

where the last equation can be referred to as the locus of points where profits inside 513

and outside the MPA are equal. Note that any solution .X�
1 ; X�

2 / only define a 514

feasible equilibrium point when r.X�
1 ;X

�
2 / 2 Œ0; 1� and x.X�

1 ;X
�
2 / > 0: 515
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Fig. 1 (a) Unique interior equilibrium of system (27) as intersection point of the depicted curves;
(b) multiple interior equilibria of system (27)

This system can be solved numerically. An easy situation is depicted in Fig. 1a, 516

with parameters ˛ D 2I ˇ D 0:2I � D 0:6I E D 1I N D 80I q D 0:1I a D 2I 517

b D 0:3I � D 0:5I ı D 0:5I c D 0:5, where the unique positive equilibrium with 518�
X�
1 ;X

�
2

� ' .6:7341; 4:6296/ is represented as the intersection point of two curves 519

defined by the previous system. It can be easily checked that the corresponding 520

equilibrium level of r and x are also feasible. More involved equilibrium curves 521

are depicted in Fig. 1b, where parameters are set as ˛ D 3; ˇ D 0:4; � D 0:3; 522

E D 2; N D 80; q D 0:1; a D 2; b D 0:3; � D 0:5; ı D 0:5; c D 0:5. In this 523

second example, four equilibria, A, B, C, D, are obtained (also in these cases the 524

corresponding equilibrium level of r and x are feasible). 525

As stability analysis for equilibria of the type S�
0 and S�

1 , as well as for interior 526

equilibria with r 2 .0; 1/, is not an easy task, only some numerical simulations are 527

proposed in Bischi et al. (2009), from which the following economic interpretations 528

are obtained. When the regulator is able to enforce low effort levels in the MPA, then 529

the system is characterized by stability in all relevant quantities: biomass in each 530

patch, harvesting and fraction of oligopolists. This is a consequence of imposing low 531

harvesting levels in the first patch so that many agents are better off by operating in 532

patch 2. Indeed, patch 1 serves as a restocking area, since harvesting levels are kept 533

at a minimum. However, if the regulator let agents increase their catches in patch 1, 534

then a larger fraction of fishers tends to switch to the first patch. As a consequence, 535

also individual harvesting in patch 2 is increased, in order to compensate higher 536

harvesting (and profit) from patch 1. This mechanism becomes more complicated 537

when a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of the interior equilibrium occurs, after which 538

persistent endogenous oscillations in state variables (biomasses, harvesting, and 539

fraction of oligopolists) are observed. These effects are more evident with higher 540
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agents’ propensity to switch strategies, with consequent more persistent oscillations 541

in biomass levels and fractions of oligopolists. Similar results can be obtained, for 542

a given level of imposed efforts, by varying the cost of effort ı. In particular, we 543

observe that the higher the cost of effort is, the more stable the system appears. 544

Moreover, the oscillatory behavior encountered with low costs of effort disappears 545

as ı is increased over a given value. 546

The effect of changing c, the fixed costs of a representative oligopolist, is also 547

considered. This fixed cost can also be interpreted as a fixed tax imposed to each 548

oligopolist at each time period. In this case, as before, there is a range of fixed costs 549

ensuring stability of the steady state but now loss of stability of the steady state 550

can happen through flip (period doubling) bifurcations, and when c is above a given 551

level, exploiting patch 2 gives rise to sure losses so that almost all agents operate 552

in patch 1. Hence patch 2 tends to become a no-take area. In this scenario we have 553

that r ! 0 as time passes and the third equation in (26), representing harvesting of 554

a representative oligopolist, does not influence biomass levels in practice. 555

To summarize, the model with two different kinds of fishing strategies reveals a 556

much broader array of dynamical behavior with respect to those obtained in the 557

system with a homogeneous fishing environment: besides steady state behavior, 558

periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic dynamics emerge, and qualitative changes (or 559

bifurcations) are detected as some parameters of the model are varied. The main 560

conclusions are related to the sustainability of exploitation in the whole region. In 561

fact, sustainability is favored by reducing the harvesting levels in one of the two 562

patches, which hence serves as a restocking area. 563

The important role of marine protected areas can be deduced from the results 564

shown in Bischi et al. (2009), where it is shown that low levels of effort tend to 565

stabilize the system around equilibrium levels, whereas large variability of state 566

variables are present when effort is over some threshold values. This effect is more 567

evident as agents’ propensity to switch strategy is increased. Stability of the state 568

variable is important as it implies also stability in profits. In any case, as fishing 569

effort is increased more variability in profits for oligopolists than for constant- 570

effort exploiters is observed; hence oligopolistic behavior can be very risky when 571

the MPA is not properly enforced. This point suggests to keep regulated effort at 572

low levels not only to prevent overfishing inside the MPA, but also to reduce the 573

variability of oligopolists’ profits. Moreover the regulator can influence the fishing 574

level outside the MPA by properly tuning the parameter c, that is interpretable as a 575

tax on oligopolists. 576

A peculiar feature that can be deduced from the numerical results shown in 577

Bischi et al. (2009) is the tendency to produce oscillatory time patterns, with 578

periodic, quasi-periodic or chaotic oscillations. In a real system this property may 579

induce some difficulties in the analysis of empirical data when policy makers try to 580

understand the trend of available fish stock after the creation of a MPA. In other 581

words, the benefits of the creation of a MPA can be properly evaluated only if 582

data is observed for a long period after the MPA is established. Of course, the 583

model suggested in Bischi et al. (2009) provides a very simplified and stylized 584

representation of the underlying real system. In fact, the presence of many important 585
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factors have been neglected, such as the presence of different species of fish as 586

well as the existence of different age (or size) classes. This point is especially 587

important in the particular case that motivated the paper Bischi et al. (2009), the 588

project of a MPA in the region known as Fossa di Pomo in the central Adriatic Sea. 589

In fact, the importance of this region is related to the presence of young (hence 590

small) fishes (it is denoted as a “nursery”). So, the limitation of fishing activity 591

in that region has the important effect of increasing the number of big size fishes 592

around it. This effect, as well as other boundary effects around a MPA, has not 593

been dealt with in Bischi et al. (2009). Moreover, also the effects of the mobility of 594

fishes different from linear diffusion due to density differences have been neglected. 595

In other words, the model proposed in Bischi et al. (2009) constitutes a first step 596

towards more advanced models, which can be obtained by including more realistic 597

assumptions. Of course, the inclusion of such assumptions has the consequence of 598

yielding a more complicated mathematical structure to the model, and the usual 599

trade-off between mathematical simplicity and a realistic description of real systems 600

always constitutes a difficult and challenging issue. 601

4 Heterogeneous Harvesting Rates with Punishment 602

In this section we illustrate a dynamic model proposed in Bischi et al. (2004) to 603

describe an open access fishery exploited by a population of interacting agents 604

that sell the harvested resource in the same market. This population of harvesters 605

is divided into two groups: cooperators, that decide their harvesting policy by 606

maximizing the overall profit of their group, and defectors, that just maximize their 607

own profit. Defectors are punished by sanctions (or taxes or social disapproval) 608

imposed by cooperators. An evolutionary mechanism, based on the replicator 609

dynamics, is introduced to model the time changes in the proportions of defectors 610

and cooperators within the population, and this leads to the qualitative study of a 611

two-dimensional nonlinear dynamical system that describes the time evolution of 612

the resource stock and the population share between cooperators and defectors. 613

Let us assume that a population of n agents harvests from a common property 614

renewable resource stock X, and sells the harvested resource at a price p determined 615

by the total harvested quantity according to a given linear demand function 616

p D a � bH (28)

where a and b are positive constants. H is the total harvesting, which is entirely 617

supplied and sold in the market: 618

H D
nsX

iD1
xi

c C
n.1�s/X

iD1
xi

d 619
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where 0 � s � 1 is the fraction of “cooperators” that form a coalition (a 620

cooperative venture) and consequently each of them decides to harvest a quantity xi
c, 621

i D 1; : : : ; ns, that maximizes the overall profit of the coalition. Agents in remaining 622

fraction .1 � s/ behave as “selfish” profit maximizers and are denoted as “defectors” 623

(with respect to the socially more desirable cooperative behavior). Each of them 624

harvest a quantity xi
d, i D 1; : : : ; n.1� s/, that maximize his/her own profit. 625

Player’s i cost function for harvesting a quantity x when a fish stock X is present 626

is given by the usual expression 627

C.x;X/ D �
x2

X
: (29)

Following Sethi and Somanathan (1996), an extra-cost is considered, due to 628

the presence of social norms that are intended to punish fishers that behave as 629

defectors, i.e. self-interested profit maximizers without any care of social optimum. 630

Like in Sethi and Somanathan (1996) cooperators are entrusted to punish defectors 631

by applying sanctions. This may be done directly by exerting a direct punishment, 632

such as social disapproval damage or physical damage or destruction of equipment, 633

as observed in less developed societies, or by alerting authorities so that they can 634

impose sanctions according to the laws in force. Such punishment is costly for the 635

defectors, the cost being ns�, where � is the amount of the sanction and ns represents 636

the probability that a defector is notified by a cooperator. However, in general, this 637

kind of punishment is also costly for the cooperators, the cost being proportional to 638

the number of defectors. Let n.1 � s/ be this extra cost for cooperators (of course 639

� >  , and we shall often consider  D 0 in the following). All in all, the profit of 640

the i-th cooperator is 641

� i
c D xi

c .a � bH/� �c

�
xi

c

�2

X
� n.1 � s/ (30)

where �c measures the fishing inefficiency of cooperators and n.1 � s/ represents 642

the cost that cooperators have to face in order to punish defectors. The profit of the 643

i-th defector is 644

� i
d D xi

d .a � bH/� �d

�
xi

d

�2

X
� ns� (31)

where �d measures the fishing inefficiency of defectors and ns� represents the 645

punishment that defectors have to bear for causing the negative externality in the 646

community. 647

Each cooperator determines xi
c by solving the optimization problem 648

max
xi

c

�V D max
xi

c

nsX

iD1
� i

c (32)
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where �V , which is a concave function in the variables xi
c, denotes the total profit of 649

the cooperative venture. Assuming interior optimum, the first order conditions give 650

a system of linear equations in the unknowns xi
c 651

@�V

@xi
c

D a � 2b
nsX

kD1
xk

c � b
n.1�s/X

kD1
xk

d � 2�c

X
xi

c D 0 (33)

Each defector determines xi
d by solving the optimization problem 652

max
xi

d

� i
d (34)

Assuming, again, interior optimum, the first order conditions give a system of linear 653

equations in the unknowns xi
d 654

@� i
d

@xi
d

D a � b
snX

kD1
xk

c � b
.1�s/nX

kD1
xk

d � bxi
d � 2�d

X
xi

d D 0 (35)

Equations (33) and (35) constitute a linear system of n equations with n 655

unknowns. However, it is straightforward to see that any cooperator faces the 656

same optimization problem, and analogously for defectors. In fact, if we denote 657

by xTOT
c D Psn

kD1 xk
c the total harvest of cooperators and by xTOT

d D P.1�s/n
kD1 xk

d the 658

total harvest of defectors, from (33) we get 659

xi
c D X

2�c

�
a � 2bxTOT

c � bxTOT
d

� 8i D 1; : : : ; sn 660

and from (35) we get 661

xi
d D X

bX C 2�d

�
a � b.xTOT

c C xTOT
d

�
/ 8i D 1; : : : ; .1 � s/n 662

Thus, denoting the optimal harvesting decision of each cooperator by xc and the 663

optimal harvesting decision of each defector by xd, these quantities can be obtained 664

by solving the two linear equations 665

(
a � 2 �

bsn C �c
X

�
xc � b .1 � s/ nxd D 0

a � bsnxc �
h
b .1C .1 � s/n/C 2�d

X

i
xd D 0

666

667
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from which the two linear reaction functions are obtained 668

xc D hc .xd/ D aX

2 .bsnX C �c/
� b .1 � s/ nX

2 .bsnX C �c/
xd

xd D hd .xc/ D aX

b .1C .1 � s/n/X C 2�d
� bsnX

b .1C .1 � s/n/X C 2�d
xc

(36)

These reaction functions allow one to compute, respectively, the optimal harvesting 669

decision of a “representative cooperator”, given the harvesting decision of a 670

representative defector, and the optimal harvesting decision of a “representative 671

defector”, given the harvesting decision of a representative cooperator. These two 672

reaction functions always intersect in a unique point
�
x�

d ; x
�
c

�
, whose coordinates are 673

given by 674

x�
d .X; s/ D aX

bsnX C 2�c

b2sn .n .1 � s/C 2/X2 C 2b .2ns�d C �c C �cn.1 � s//X C 4�c�d

(37)

and 675

x�
c .X; s/ D X

2

a � b .1 � s/ nx�
d .X; s/

bsnX C �c
. (38)

For each s 2 Œ0; 1� both x�
d and x�

c are increasing functions of X that vanish at X D 0, 676

where they have slopes @x�

d .X;s/
@X jXD0 D a

2�d
and @x�

c .X;s/
@X jXD0 D a

2�c
, respectively. 677

Moreover, both x�
d and x�

c tend to saturate as X ! C1, at the values 678

x�
d .C1; s/ D a

b Œ.1 � s/ n C 2�
and x�

c .C1; s/ D a

bsn Œ.1 � s/ n C 2�
679

respectively. The gap between x�
d and x�

c , for large values of the fish stock, increases 680

with increasing prices and with the number ns of cooperators, being 681

x�
d .C1; s/ � x�

c .C1; s/ D a

b Œ.1 � s/ n C 2�

�

1 � 1

sn

	

682

The total harvesting at the Nash equilibrium between the two groups, given by 683

H�.X; s/ D n
�
sx�

c .X; s/C .1 � s/x�
d .X; s/

�
(39)

is an increasing and concave function with respect to X, such that H�.0; s/ D 0, 684

@H� .X; s/
@X

jXD0 D na

2

�
s

�c
C 1 � s

�d

	

685
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and for X ! 1 it saturates at the value 686

H�.C1; s/ D a

b

�

1 � 1

2C .1 � s/ n

	

687

The properties of the harvesting function H� are similar to the ones assumed in 688

Sethi and Somanathan (1996), but in this case the harvesting function is derived 689

from an explicit underlying optimization problem. This implies that the effects of 690

the economic and biologic parameters can be unequivocally studied. First of all we 691

notice that for sn � 2 (i.e. if at least two cooperators exist) it is x�
c < x�

d for large 692

values of fish stock, whereas for small values of X the comparison between x�
d and 693

x�
c depends on the respective cost parameters. It is also worth to notice that both 694

x�
d and x�

c increase if the selling price increases, i.e. a increases and/or b decreases 695

in the demand function (28). Notice also that H� < a=b for each X > 0, so that 696

prices are always positive. Moreover, if s is decreased, i.e. the number of defectors 697

is increased, then H�.C1; s/ increases. In other words, as expected, in the presence 698

of abundant resource the total harvest is greater if the number of defectors increases. 699

In the limiting case s D 0 (all defectors) we have H�.C1; 0/ D a
b

�
1 � 1

2Cn

�
, and 700

in the opposite limiting case s D 1 (all cooperators, equivalent to the case of a sole 701

owner) we get H�.C1; 1/ D a=2b, the monopolist optimal harvesting. 702

These results allow us to compute, at the Nash equilibrium, the profit of a 703

representative defector and that of a representative cooperator, given by 704

��
d D x�

d

�
a � bH�� � �d

�
x�

d

�2

X
� ns�; ��

c D x�
c

�
a � bH�� � �c

�
x�

c

�2

X
� n.1� s/ 

(40)

respectively. Plugging the expressions of x�
c , x�

d and H� into (40), ��
d and ��

c and 705

can be rewritten as: 706

��
d D a2X.bnsX C 2�c/

2 .bX C �d/

ŒbX .bn .�n.1 � s/ � 2// sX � 2bX .n.1� s/C 1/ �c � 4 .bnsX C �c/ �d�
2

�ns� (41)

and 707

��
c D a2X.bnsX C �c/ .bX C 2�d/

2

ŒbX .bn .�n.1 � s/ � 2// sX � 2bX .n.1� s/C 1/ �c � 4 .bnsX C �c/ �d�
2

�.1 � s/n (42)

respectively. These expressions show that, at the Nash equilibrium, the profits of 708

defectors (cooperators) are positive provided that the applied sanctions (the costs to 709

apply sanctions) are not too heavy. For example, under the assumption  D 0 and 710

� > 0, we have ��
c always positive and ��

d positive or negative depending on the 711

sanctions applied and on the number of cooperators. 712
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We now relax the assumptions of a fixed fish biomass X and of a fixed share s 713

between cooperators and defectors. For the fish stock at time period t, denoted by 714

X.t/, a logistic growth function in discrete time is assumed: 715

X.t C 1/ D F.X.t// D X.t/ .1C ˛ � ˇX.t// � H�.X.t/; s/ (43)

Moreover, an evolutionary mechanism is introduced to describe how, at each time 716

period, the dynamics of s.t/ is updated. For this purpose, the replicator dynamics in 717

discrete time is employed, given by 718

s .t C 1/ D s .t/
��

c .t/

�
(44)

where 719

�.t/ D s��
c .t/C .1 � s/ ��

d .t/ (45)

represents the average profit observed at time t (see e.g. Hofbauer and Sigmund 720

1998, 2003; Weibull 1995). 721

Of course, (44) states that s.t C 1/ will be greater than s.t/ if ��
c .t/ > �.t/ 722

whereas s.t/ will decrease if ��
c .t/ < �.t/. As ��

c .t/ > �.t/ if and only if ��
c .t/ > 723

��
d .t/, it follows that the population share related to the better performing strategy 724

at time period t increases in the next period. 725

Both ��
c .t/ and �.t/ depend on s.t/, as well as X.t/, so the difference Eqs. (43) 726

and (44) define a two-dimensional discrete dynamical system in the dynamic 727

variables X.t/ and s.t/, obtained by the iteration of a map of the plane T W 728

.X.t/; s.t// ! .X.t C 1/; s.t C 1// given by 729

T W
(

X.t C 1/ D X.t/ .1C ˛ � ˇX.t// � H� .X.t/; s.t//
s .t C 1/ D s .t/ ��

c .X.t/;s.t//
s��

c .X.t/;s.t//C.1�s/��

d .X.t/;s.t//

(46)

where H� .X; s/ is given by (39), with x�
d and x�

c defined in (37) and (38) 730

respectively, and ��
d , ��

c , are given in (41) and (42) respectively. 731

It is straightforward to see that if ��
c .t/ > 0 and ��

d .t/ > 0 then s.t/ 2 .0; 1/ 732

implying s.t C 1/ 2 .0; 1/ as well. However, negative profits may arise if the 733

parameters � and/or  are positive. As the influence of these parameters is always 734

related to the difference � �  , without loss of generality we shall assume  D 0, 735

and whenever ��
d .t/ < 0 we shall assume s.t C 1/ D 1 (instead of the meaningless 736

s.t C 1/ > 1, as obtained by simply applying (46)). 737

It is important to notice that if s.t/ D 0 then s.t C 1/ D 0 for each t � 0, 738

and if s.t/ D 1 then s.t C 1/ D 1 for each t � 0, i.e. the two boundary lines 739

s D 0 and s D 1 are trapping lines, on which the dynamics are governed by 740

one-dimensional unimodal maps, given by the restrictions of the two-dimensional 741

map (46) to them. These two cases correspond to particular benchmark cases, where 742
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we have all cooperators and all defectors respectively, i.e. the cases considered in 743

Szidarovszky and Okuguchi (1998, 2000) respectively, see also Bischi et al. (2005) 744

on this point. The properties of these one-dimensional dynamical systems can be 745

easily obtained. For example, the dynamics along the invariant edge s D 0, where 746

all players are defectors, are governed by the one-dimensional map (43) with 747

H�.X; 0/ D nx�
d .X; 0/ D naX

b.n C 1/X C 2�d
748

So the steady states are X D 0 and the solutions (if any) of the equation 749

bˇ .n C 1/X2 C .2ˇ�d � ˛b .n C 1//X C na � 2˛�d D 0 (47)

On the other invariant edge s D 1, where all players are cooperators, the dynamics 750

are governed by (43) with 751

H�.X; 1/ D nx�
c .X; 1/ D naX

2.bnX C �c/
752

So the fixed points are X D 0 and the solutions (if any) of the equation 753

2bˇnX2 C 2 .ˇ�c � ˛bn/X C na � 2˛�c D 0 (48)

The analysis is the same as in Szidarovszky and Okuguchi (2000) or in Bischi et al. 754

(2005). 755

As usual, the starting point for the qualitative analysis of a nonlinear dynamical 756

system is the localization of the steady states and the study of their local stability. 757

The steady states of the two-dimensional dynamical system (46) are the fixed points 758

of the map T, solutions of the system T.X; s/ D .X; s/. It is straightforward to see 759

that two corner equilibria always exist, given by E0 D .0; 0/ and E1 D .0; 1/, 760

characterized by extinction of the resource. Other boundary equilibria may exist 761

along the invariant lines s D 0 and s D 1, given by the solutions, if any, of Eqs. (47) 762

and (48) respectively. If two equilibria with positive fish stock exist both on the 763

invariant edge s D 0 and on invariant edge s D 1, say X2.0/, X1.0/ and X2.1/, 764

X1.1/ respectively, then, on the basis on the arguments of Sect. 3, the following 765

relation must hold: X2.1/ < X2.0/ < X1.0/ < X1.1/. A necessary condition for the 766

existence of two positive equilibria along s D 0 is that two positive equilibria exist 767

along s D 1. However, it may happen that two positive equilibria exist along s D 1 768

and no positive equilibria exist along s D 0. 769

The stability of these equilibria with respect to the one-dimensional dynamics 770

trapped inside the invariant edges can be easily deduced from the discussion on 771

the one-dimensional dynamics. However, the stability with respect to perturbations 772

transverse to the invariant edges, i.e. what happens if a few defectors appear starting 773

from a situation with all cooperators, or what happens if a few cooperators appear 774

starting from a situation with all defectors, is more interesting: are such small 775
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mutations eliminated by the evolutionary dynamics, so that the original benchmark 776

case is restored (case of transverse stability) or do these behaviors grow up thus 777

causing an irreversible departure from the original benchmark case? 778

An answer to these questions requires the study of the local stability of the 779

boundary equilibria, i.e. the localization, in the complex plane, of the eigenvalues 780

of the Jacobian matrix of (46) computed at the boundary steady states. This is not 781

difficult in principle, as eigenvalues are always real because the Jacobian matrix 782

of (46) is a triangular matrix along the invariant edges. This implies that we can 783

only have nodes or saddle equilibria on the boundaries. However, the expressions 784

of the eigenvalues are quite involved, and the obtained stability conditions are not 785

easily interpreted. 786

Interior equilibria, i.e. steady states characterized by coexistence of cooperators 787

and defectors, are obtained solving the nonlinear system 788

�
X.˛ � ˇX/ D H� .X; s/
��

c .X; s/ D ��
d .X; s/

(49)

with 0 < s < 1. The set of points of the plane .X; s/ that satisfy the first 789

equation represent locus of points that give one-period stationary resource stock, i.e. 790

X.t C 1/ D X.t/. This set of points may be formed by two branches, say X1.s/ and 791

X2.s/, with X2.s/ < X1.s/ for each s. Moreover, X2.s/ is a decreasing function and 792

X1.s/ is increasing, so the branch X1.s/ has positive slope and the branch X2.s/ has 793

negative slope in the plane .X; s/. The intersection of the branch X1.s/ (X2.s/) with 794

the invariant edge s D 1 gives the X coordinate of the boundary equilibrium X1.1/ 795

(X2.1/), and the same holds for the intersections (if any) with the other invariant 796

edge s D 0. However, it may happen that the two branches intersect s D 1 but have 797

no intersections with s D 0, because they may merge for s > 0. The knowledge of 798

these curves give us the following information: starting from a given point .X; s/, a 799

one-step iteration of (46) generates a new point .X0; s0/ D T, rank-1 image of .X; s/ 800

by T, with X0 > X if .X; s/ is in the strip between the curves X2.s/ and X1.s/ (or 801

between the axis X D 0 and the curve X1.s/ if only the branch X1.s/ exists) and with 802

X0 < X if .X; s/ is on the left of the curves X2.s/ (provided it exists) or on the right 803

of the curve X1.s/. 804

A similar reasoning can be applied to the set of points that satisfy the second 805

Eq. (49), which represents the locus of points that give one-period stationary 806

population share, i.e. s.t C 1/ D s.t/. A numerical solution of the equation 807

��
c .X; s/ D ��

d .X; s/ for different sets of parameters gives rise to decreasing curves 808

in the plane .X; s/. The points above the curve ��
c .X; s/ D ��

d .X; s/ are points where 809

��
c .X; s/ < ��

d .X; s/, hence the rank-1 images .X0; s0/ D T .X; s/ of points .X; s/ 810

above the curve have s0 < s. Of course, the points below the curve are characterized 811

by ��
c .X; s/ > ��

d .X; s/, hence .X0; s0/ D T .X; s/ are such that s0 > s. These 812

arguments allow us to obtain a global qualitative picture of the dynamic behavior of 813

the dynamical system (46). 814
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Any intersection between the curve ��
c .X; s/ D ��

d .X; s/ and one of the curves 815

Xi.s/, i D 1; 2, represents a steady state of the dynamical system. The steady states 816

along the branch X2.s/ cannot be stable, because all the points of that branch behave 817

as repelling points along the X direction. Instead, steady states located along the 818

branch X1.s/ are candidates to be stable equilibria. 819

The results given in Bischi et al. (2004) can be summarized as follows. First, the 820

presence of many cooperators always leads to a relatively high level of the resource 821

stock, hence wealth in the long run, whereas many defectors can cause a severe 822

depletion of the resource, incrementing also the basin of attraction of steady states 823

with extinction of the resource.4 Second, from the point of view of a regulator, not 824

only the cooperative behavior can be supported by increasing the level of sanctions, 825

or lowering the prices, but also it is possible to reach steady states characterized 826

by the presence of only cooperators. These equilibria may be transversely stable, 827

i.e. even if a defector enters the market, this behavior does not spread over the 828

population. Otherwise, low sanctions and/or high prices could lead to steady states 829

with only defectors, and the potential depletion (even extinction) of the resource. In 830

this case, even if the system starts from an initial condition with only cooperators, 831

the non-cooperative behavior will prevail if only one agent decides to defect. 832

5 Conclusions 833

In this paper, we have described in details three evolutionary models of commercial 834

harvesting of renewable resources. In particular, we have addressed the presence 835

of heterogeneity in the fish populations to be harvested, in the rules established in 836

different aquatic regions or in the behaviors of exploiters, more or less oriented 837

towards cooperation. In most cases, these assumptions are motivated by real cases 838

or by authorities’ proposals for harvesting policies to regulate fisheries in the 839

Italian Adriatic Sea. In any case, the underlying economic structure, the spirit of 840

the analysis and the guiding principles are certainly gained from Prof. Okuguchi’s 841

inspiring works on commercial fisheries. 842
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